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[image: From start-up to ramp-up: Tektro strengthens European market presence]SponsoredComponent manufacturerFrom start-up to ramp-up: Tektro strengthens European market presence

By appointing Silvan Schäfer as marketing coordinator for Europe, Tektro is set to intensify its marketing efforts across the continent. In addition...

[image: Besides strong brands such as Gazelle in the Netherlands performing well, Pon continued to explore new opportunities in 2023, such as the partnership with Volkswagen Financial services to expand opportunities in the bike leasing segment. – Photo Bike Europe]financialPon declares 'robust' 2023 performance despite bike market correction

AMSTERDAM, The Netherlands - Following a historic year in 2022, the bike division of Pon Holdings has reported a 5% drop in 2023. Referring to the...

[image: Vefaa has adopted the eBikeLabs technology eBikeOS. This software features embedded AI that reduces and enhances hardware components with software. - Photo Vefaa]innovations & productsVefaa e-bike brand adopts eBikeLabs' operating system

GRENOBLE, France - French companies eBikeLabs and Vefaa have announced the creation of an e-bike equipped with eBikeOS technology, one of the first...

[image: The panel discussion during the WBIA sustainability event was hosted by the Taiwan Bicycle Association, TAITRA, Bicycling Alliance for Sustainability and Cycling & Health Tech Industry R&D Center. – Photo WBIA]WBIABicycle industry kicks-off 'Sustainable Supply Chain Project'

BRUSSELS, Belgium - The international bicycle industry has embraced the initiative of the Taiwan Bicycle Association to agree upon a set of 10...

[image: Incoming CEO Ed Cully previously held the same position at Whytes bikes. – Photo enviolo]peopleenviolo appoints new CEO as David Hancock steps down

AMSTERDAM, the Netherlands - E-bike component manufacturer, enviolo has appointed a new CEO. Ed Cully has succeeded inaugural CEO David Hancock and...

[image: Babboe has entered the final phase of research into the safety of its cargo bikes. – Photo Babboe]recallsBabboe offers replacement for 22,000 cargobikes after inspection

AMERSFOORT, the Netherlands - Accell Group subsidiary Babboe has issued a recall and replacement program for in total 22,000 cargo bikes. The first...

[image: With 27 European Transport Ministers joining the informal council meeting, the high-level gathering can be seen as a big step forward for growing cycling and developing a world-class European cycling industry. – Photo CIE]AdvocacySigning of European Declaration on Cycling marks historic milestone

BRUSSELS, Belgium - The interinstitutional European Declaration on Cycling was signed on Wednesday 3 April at the Informal Council meeting of...

[image: The Opium was one of the big eyecatchers at Eurobike 2022; on the right George Merachtsakis. – Photo Peter Hummel]BusinessmyStromer and Revolt Zycling settle Swiss speed pedelec dispute

OBERWANGEN, Switzerland - The confiscation of all e-bikes at the Opium brand stand caused a big noise at Eurobike last year. The reason was the...
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